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Introduction:
Paralysis is the inability whether temporary or permanent to move a part of the
body. In almost all cases, paralysis is due to nerve damage, and it is not because of injury
to the affected region. For instance, an injury in the middle or lower regions of the spinal
cord is likely to disrupt function below the injury, including the ability to move the feet or
feel sensations, even though the actual structures are as healthy as ever. Because of this in
patients at least one of the following symptoms results. The brain is unable to relay a
signal to an area of the body due to injuries to the brain. Brain-Computer Interface (BCI)
also known as “direct neural interface” can provide a direct communication and
interaction channel between the user’s brain and the computer. BCI helped to direct in
assisting, augmenting, or repairing human cognitive or even sensory-motor functions.
BCI provides a new direction to construct an interactive system which can
translate human Channel based on brain waves and muscles to allow users to
communicate without movement with the external world. A BCI system is just to
translate EEG signals from a reflection of brain activity into user action through system's
hardware and software.

Objectives:
Independent mobility is a necessity to live everyday life for human beings. A
person with physical challenges has restricted mobility. For these people, Brain Computer
Interface (BCI) provides a promising solution. The major design objectives of this project
is given below
 To reduce user effort in controlling the wheelchair
 To ensure the safety during movement.
 A smart wheelchair using inexpensive hardware and open source software.
 To monitor the activity of the person in real time using webcam
 The designed system should be portable for the user.

Methodology:
EEG is an electro-physiological monitoring method to record electrical activity of
the brain. It is typically non-invasive, with the electrodes placed along the scalp. EEG
measures voltage fluctuations resulting from ionic current within the neurons of the brain.
The brain signals are classified based on their frequency EEG signal acquisition is done
with the help of a specially designed non invasive bio sensor.

Figure 1: Basic Block diagram of Brain controlled wheel chair

Figure 2: Acquisition part

The acquisition part shown in figure 2 consists of Nuerosky mindwave, Arduino
and Bluetooth HC-05 module. The mindwave device is used to capture the raw signal
from the brain and transmit to HC-05 module over Bluetooth link. This Bluetooth device
transfers these incoming raw EEG data into Arduino board at a baud rate of 57600. Inside
the Arduino board the raw signal is classified into eye blink values and attention values.
The eye blink value varies continuously as the eye blink strength varies. The separate eye
blink strength and attention value is serially transmitted to the raspberry pi via USB at a
baud rate of 57600. In the Raspberry pi processing part shown in figure 1, the eye blink
and attention values are splitted and stored in separate memory locations. After
classification these signals are checked to meet the predefined conditions which is already
defined in the instructions .Once conditions gets matched, the Raspberry pi 3 module
gives commands to the motor driver. The motor driver unit is connected to 24 dc supply
and 2 gear motors. Depending upon the commands given the motor driver, motor rotates
in 3 different directions say left, right and forward. In order to ensure the safety during
wheelchair movement, a camera is fixed at the front side of the wheelchair. The camera
continuously captures video and transmits the video signal into the Raspberry pi module
.Using advanced image processing techniques head movement and drowsiness of the

person is detected. Ultrasonic sensors are given at the front, left, right and down of the
wheelchair, which avoids the collision of the wheelchair with other objects.

Results:
An EEG signal with BCI is developed to control a wheelchair. The total design is
based on all electric and to eliminate most of the mechanical parts. The conventional
steering system that requires the user to control by hand is eliminated. Two gear motors
are provided for each control the left and right wheels this is a 2-wheel drive control and
works well with the BCI. The system is low cost, easy to control, and powered by
Brushless DC motor and high performance battery system. The wheelchair movement is
completely depends on attention values, starting and termination of left, right and forward
direction is done with the help of eye blink values. The ultrasonic sensors and camera
ensures the safety during the movement. This project satisfies all the design objectives
that we are considered before the design implementation.

Figure 3: Direction indication of wheelchair

The figure 3 shows direction indication of the wheelchair using LEDs. There are 4
LEDs, which is used to indicate forward, right, left and ON/OFF conditions. When the
forward direction LED glows, the person can identify the wheelchair is moving in
forward direction. Similarly, right and left LED indicates the wheelchair is moving in
right or left direction. There is also an LED located at the center, which shows whether
the wheelchair is ON/OFF.

Figure 4: Wheelchair movement

Figure 4 shows wheelchair movement in required direction based on eye blink and
attention levels

Conclusion:
The literature survey on different hardware implementation methodologies reveal
the advantages and disadvantages in previously designed systems. To meet the design
objectives, a portable brain controlled wheelchair using Raspberry pi Arduino and
Mindwave headset is designed.
The major aim of the project is as follows:
1. To control the electric wheelchair in different directions (forward, left and right)
by using eye blink and attention level values from the EEG signals.
2. This project is user friendly design to meet real world target reaching tasks,
where users may need to turn the wheelchair in left or right direction in steps and
then moves to forward.
3. In the typical setting as moving forward, turning left/right, there is a good chance
of examining all combinations of commands, such as non-control & control,
move forward & stop, turn & move forward, just as in real wheelchair control.

Future scope:
The design and implementation of BCW have been summarized below:
1. In design instead of single channel, multiple channels can be used to more
accurate decisions. Using analysis, disabled people could access any device placed
in the environment decreasing their dependence on care-givers, nurses, and
relatives etc. The present work is a preliminary study and it presents some
limitations.
2. Further, in the future modification a display can be interfaced, mostly a monitor.
The monitor which have a predefined slideshow or animation that illustrates the
daily needs of a disabled person. The daily needs interface monitor will have
different option sliding like water, hungry, medicine, sleep.
3. By using advanced processors, processing delay can be reduced. The system is
easy to set up and can also be developed in a user friendly way. The user has to
only select the destination and deal with unexpected situation that may occur. The
system requires minimal input and concentration. Since the wheelchair repeats
along the same part overtime, its motion is predictable, so the user can relax
during the movement. The system is intended for people who can’t move at all
and normally stuck in bed. Their notion of time differs from ours and being able to
move independently within their environment represents a much improved quality
of life.
4. Finally, the experiments should be conducted with the disabled people who really
need a BCW because they might respond differently from the healthy users.

